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Smart polymeric materials with shape memory are those materials that exist, on a macro scale, 
in temporary and permanent forms. The transition between these forms is made under the action of 
external stimuli that generate changes in shape and/or volume and/or color and/or physical 
properties, etc. [1−2]. The shape memory materials are designed for application in medicine, auto 
industry, aerospace engineering, etc., and also for academic studies [3]. The paper presents the first 
results in an attempt to design smart polymeric materials with shape memory for 4D printing based 
on polylactic adic (PLA). New PLA-based compounds were achieved in a classical melt 
compounding Brabender—roller procedure by modification of PLA with a second polymer, 
synthesized using renewable monomer, for both polymers being considered grades with various 
chemical structures. A program for the memory setting and highlighting the shape memory property 
went after that. The memory setting was performed using a DMA instrument Q800 V20.24 Build 43, 
Module DMA Controlled Force, Inst Serial 0800-1017, Geometry Rectangular (Length, Width, 
Thickness), Geometry Factor 0.9378 1/mm 0.0784 1/mm 0.0735 1/mm2, Size 12.7569/6.8700/1.9800 mm, 
Samples Parameters 0.4400. The highlighting of the shape memory property was made by using a 
thermal route and measuring the dimensional parameters specific to the applied procedure. 

The behavior at the memory’s setting stage depends on the structure of the macromolecules of 
the two polymers that have been melt compounded (Figure 1). The measurement of the length of 
each sample with set memory before and after the thermal procedure, applied after the memory 
setting, varies depending on the chemical structure of the melt compounded polymers. 

  
Figure 1. Behavior at the memory’s setting stage of two new compounds. 
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Studies on designing smart materials with the shape memory for 3D – 4D printing will continue. 
The deepening correlation between the chemical and morphological characteristics of the 
compounded polymers and the behavior of the new compounds during the two procedures for 
memory’s setting and recovering will be further studied. 
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